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ABSTRACT

Resultsfrom the static,simulatedseismicbase excitation,and
experimentalmodalanalysistests performedon the TRG-7 through-16
structuresare reported. These resultswere used to establishthe
scalabilityof staticand dynamic responsemeasuredon small structural
modelsto the dynamicresponseof conventionalconcrete structures. In
addition,these tests providedinformationconcerningcumulativedamage
effects that occurin concretestructureswhenthey are subjectedto
differentdynamic loadsequences. In contrastto previousresultsobtained
in the early part of thisprogram,TRG-7 through-16 respondedto
simulatedseismicexcitationswiththeoreticalstiffnessvalues untilpeak
nominalbase shear stress levelsof 150 psiwere reached. A summary of
ali experimentaldata obtainedduringthisprogramis provided.
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STATIC AND SIMULATED SEISMIC TESTING OF THE TRG-7
THROUGH -16 SHEAR WALL STRUCTURES

by

Charles R. Farrar, William E. Baker, and Richard C. Dove

I. INTRODUCTION

Previouswork that has been carried out at LosAlamosNationalLaboratory(LANL)
as partof the SeismicCategory I StructuresProgramfor the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission(NRC) Office of Nuclear RegulatoryResearchhas consistentlymeasured
stiffnessesless than mechanics-of-materialstheory(hemin referredto simplyas theory)
wouldpredict for scale modelsof low-aspect-ratioshearwall structuressubjectedto
workingloads. In thiscontext,workingloadsrefer to load levelsequivalentto those
experiencedby a structureduringan operatingbasis earthquake (OBE), and would
producenominalbase shear stresses(NBSS) of 50- to 100-psi. The modelstested thus
far have been made of both microconcreteand conventionalconcrete and have been
testedstaticallyand dynamically.

Based on these test results,the NRC initiateda programto investigatethe impli-
cationsof this reduced stiffnesson plantriskusingprobabilisticriskassessment (PRA)
methods. Becauseali priorsimulatedseismicdata from this programwere obtained by
subjectingstructures to monotonicallyincreasing,peak amplitude,seismicexcitations,no
informationwas availableconcerningthe responseof a virginstructure to a single, high-
levelseismic pulse. The PRA investigatorsrecommended thatthe NRC have a seriesof
testsperformedto investigatethe cumulativedamage effects that mighthave occurred
during previoustestingand to investigatethe responseof a virginstructure subjectedto
an initialhigh-levelseismicinput. These tests were performed on five structures,
designatedTRG-7 through -11. These structureswere 1/3-scale modelsof a
conventionalconcrete structure, TRG-4 [1], previouslytestedto failure statically. To con-
cludethe experimentaleffort of this program,five morestructures,TRG- 12 through-16,
were tested eitherstaticallyor dynamically. These structures,whichare the same size as
TRG-7 through-11, were used to small structuralmodelsto the dynamic responseof
conventionalconcrete structures. This reportsummarizesthe results from the TRG-7
through-16 series of tests. For the reader who may be unfamiliarwiththe program
objectivesand history,a summary,to date, is providedinAppendixA.



II. SELECTION OF MODEL GEOMETRIES AND TEST SEQUENCE

Because the program has made extensive use of small-scale microconcrete
models to predict the seismic response of nuclear power plant structures, and because
these models have yielded controversial results (that is, the reduced stiffness at low
NBSS levels), there was a need to verify the scalability of the results obtained from these
models to the response of conventional concrete structures. TRG-4 (Fig. 1) was a con-
ventional concrete structure that, when tested using experimental modal analysis tech-
niques and when tested in a static, cyclic manner, exhibited a precracking stiffness that
agreed almost exactly with theory. Based on the results obtained from TRG-4, the final
study on cumulative damage effects and scalability was performed using 1/3-scale
models of TRG-4 made with both 3/8-in. aggregate and microconcrete. Models of this
size enable direct comparisons to be made between microconcrete and 3/8-in. aggregate
structures of the same size (length scale Nh = 1), as well as comparisons with results from
the TRG-4 structure. Figure 2 shows the dimensions of the TRG-7 through -16 test struc-
tures.

The structures designed for this investigation had to be scaled to permit testing on
an existing seismic simulation test facility. The test facility at LANL was selected so that
the structures could be tested with minimum handling and shipping between the fabrica-
tion site and the test facility. The specifications of the LANL seismic test facility appear in
Table I.

The calculated weight of these structures was 1060 Ib (assuming a concrete unit
weight of 144 Ib/ft3),and with the two steel plates attached to the top surface, the total
weight on the shake table was 2550 lb. This is much less than the allowable dead
weight that can be supported by the shake table. However, it was judged to be the
largest practical load when the test facility's force and overturning moment limits were
considered (see Sec. V).

Table II summarizes the type of aggregate used in each structure and the tests that each
structure experienced. TRG-7 through -13 were constructed with 3/8-in. aggregate con-
crete. TRG-14 through -16 were constructed with microconcrete (sand passing the No. 8
sieve). Before doing any severe testing, experimental modal analyses were performed
on each structure. Similar experiments had been performed on TRG-4; hence, the dy-
namic properties of TRG-4 (resonant frequencies, mode shapes, and modal d._m,ping
values) can be compared with similar properties obtained from tests on TRG-7 through
-16. This information allows the scalability of dynamic properties at low excitation levels
to be addressed.

TRG-12, -13 and -16 wera tested in a static cyclic manner similar to the loading
that TRG-4 experienced. From these tests the scalability of static response between
microconcrete and 3/8-in. aggregate structures of the same size can be addressed, and
results from the 1/3-scale models can be compared with similar results from the conven-
tional concrete prototypes.
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TABLE I

LOS ALAMOS SEISMIC TEST FACILITY SPECIFICATIONS

Type: Electrodynamic, Unholtz-Dickie Model T-4000 Driver
General Radio Control System

Specification: Frequency: 5 to 5000 Hz
Max. Force: 36,000 Ib, sinusoidal

33,000 Ib, random

l_lax. Velocity: 85 in.Is

Max. Displacement: + 0.5 in.

Table: Moment Limits - Pitch, 4.2 x 106 in. Ib
- Roll, 2.7 x 106 in. Ib
- yaw, 2.4 x 106 in. Ib

Moving Weight: 966 ib (armature, 245 ib)
coupler, 135 Ib
table, 586 Ib)

TABLE II

TESTS PERFORMED ON TRG-7 THROUGH -16

Tvoeof Test

Structure Aggregate Experimental Static Simulated
Size Model Analysis Cyclic Seismic

TRG-7 3/8-in. Yes No Yes

TRG-8 3/8-in. Yes No Yes

TRG-9 3/8-in. Yes No Yes

TRG-10 3/8-in. Yes No Yes

TRG-1 1 3/8-in. Yes No Yes

TRG-12 3/8-in. Yes Yes No

TRG-13 3/8-in. Yes Yes Yes

TRG-14 Micro Yes No Yes

TRG-15 Micro Yes No Yes

TRG-16 Micro Yes Yes No



TRG-7 through -11 and -13 through -15 were tested on a shake table with simulated
seismic inputs. Results from these tests provide information concerning cumulative
damage effects, as well as information concerning the scalability of seismic response
between microconcrete structures and 3/8-in. aggregate structures of the same size.
Because TRG-13 was tested first statically (without introducing damage) and then seismi-
cally, a direct comparison can be made between the static response and the dynamic
response of a structuro _:,:_similar stress levels up to 100 psi NBSS.

III. MODEL CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES

The primary concern in the construction of these models was to build ten struc-
tures that were sound, that is, structures with no major cracking from the curing process,
and that were as identical as possible. As discussed previously, these structures wera
intended to be 1/3-scale models of TRG-4.

Reinforcement was No. 10-gauge (0.134-in. diam) welded-wire fabric that had a
nominal yield strength of 70,000 psi and that conformed to the ASTM standard for welded
wire fabric [2]. Wire spacing was 6-in. by 6-in. Two layers of this mesh (one layer near
each outer surface) yielded a reinforcement percentage of 0.24% by area in each
direction, as compared with 0.25% used in TRG-4. The welded wire fabric was not
deformed or heat treated as was the conventional reinforcement in TRG-4, but budget
and time constraints precluded the use of special model rebar with these properties. The
effects of the different rcbar properties on the models' responses are discussed in Sec.
VII. Development lengths for the reinforcement were specified such that the requirements
in American Concrete Institute (ACI) 349 [3*], Sec. 12-8, were met. The two layers of
welded wire fabric provided the minimum amount of reinforcement allowed by ACI 349.
TRG-4 also had the minimum amount of reinforcement allowed by ACI 349.

As shown in Fig. 2, a minimum 0.5-in. cover was provided for ali reinforcement.
This would scale to 1.5 in. of cover on a prototype. Because these structures would not
experience any adverse environmental conditions before or during testing, the 0.5-in.
cover was considered acceptable even though it is less than the 0.75-in. cover specified
for interior walls in ACI 349.

Ali ten structures were formed with Plexiglas so that the surfaces could be visually
monitored during the concrete placement and compaction. Figure 3 shows the reinforce-
ment and spacer rods inside the Plexiglas forms. Aluminum spacer rods were used to
maintain proper clearances between the welded wire fabric and the forms during the
concrete placement. Because these structures were to model the dynamic responses of
prototype structures over the entire load range of interest, the model material was selected
to have properties as similar as possible to those of the prototype structure. Table III lists
the mix portions and design strengths for the 3/8-in. aggregate concrete, and Table IV
provides similar information for the microconcrete.

*Unless otherwise noted, design parameters and requirements of ACI 349 [3} are
identical to ACI 318 [4].





TABLE III

3/8-1N.AGGREGATE MIX PROPORTIONS

Cement, Type I-II Ideal Cement 553 Ib/yd3
Water 23 gal/yd3
Coarse aggregate (3/8 in., max) 600 Ib/yd3
Fine aggregate 2280 Ib/yd3
Design ultimate strength 4000 psi
Design slump 5.25 in.

TABLE IV

MICROCONCRETE MIX PROPORTIONS

Cement, Type I-II Ideal cement 875 Ib/yd3
Water 20 gal/yd3
Course aggregate none

Fine aggregatea 2835 Ib/yd3
Design ultimatestrength 4000 psi
Design slump 3 - 5 in.

aAII materialpassed the No. 8 sieve.

Prior to construction of the models, a sample of the 3/8-in. aggregate mix was
ordered and 10 standard cylinders, 6 in. by 12 in., were cast. Four of these cylinders
were tested for ultimate strength (f'cASTM C39) [5] and modulus of elasticity (Ec, ASTM
C469) [6] after 7 curing days, and the remaining six cylinders were tested in a similar
fashion after 28 curing days. Results of these tests are summarized and compared with
similar results from TRG-4 test cylinders in Table V.

In addition to placing sample cylinders, a deep beam 30-in. long by 12-in. deep by
2-in. wide was cast to verify the feasibility of constructing 2 in. walls with 0.24% rein-
forcement and 3/8-in. aggregate concrete. This beam was found to have no surface voids
when the forms were removed. When the beam was tested in a three-point bending
configuration after 28 days of curing, the measured stiffness was within 1% of the
theoretical stiffness. In this calculation, shear deformation was accounted for and the
average measured modulus was used. Note that tie average measured modulus
(3.58 x 106psi, from Table V) and the modulus calculated from the ACI empirical formula
using the design ultimate strength of 4000 psi (57,000 1/4000 = 3.60 x 106 psi) have lessthan a 1% difference.

The concrete for TRG-7, -8, -9 and -11 was placed on March 6, 1989. Because of
the number of technicians available and because of the limited amount of time the con-
crete can remain in a mixer, only two models could be placed at that time. TRG-7 and -8
were placed from the 1 cubic yard of concrete that arrived at 9:30 a.m. The slump was
measured per ASTM C143 [7] and was initially found to be 1 in. A half gallon of water
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TABLE V

COMPARISON OF THE 3/8-1N.AGGREGATE MIX PROPERTIES WITH THE
TRG-4 3/4-1N.AGGREGATE MIX PROPERTIES

Design TRG-4
Values Valuesa

7-day ultimatestf,,_ngth(psi) 2950 avg
2970 high
2910 low

28-day ultimatestrength(psi) 4200 avg 4000 4150 avg
4440 high 4560 high
3950 low 3770 low

7-day modu!us(psix 10"6) 3.01 avg
3.14 high
2.84 low

28-day modulus(psi x 10-6) 3.58 avg 3.60b 3.23 avg
3.71 high 3.71 high
3.54 low 2.96 low

aThe TRG-4 c_linderswere tested after curingfor 45 days.

bComputedper ACI 349, Ec = 57,000_c

was added to the mix, and the slump increased to 6 in. This concrete was used to place
the base of each model first and was compacted with mechanical vibrators. Next, the
walls were placed and compacted manually by rodding the concrete as the aluminum
spacer bars were removed. TRG-7 and -8 were completely placed by 11:30 a.m.

TRG-9 and -11 were placed from the 1 cubic yard of concrete that arrived at
1:30 p.m. The initial slump was again approximately 1 in. An additional half gallon of
water was added to the mix to bring the sSumpto over 4 in. Placement of these struc-
tures was carried out in a manner identical to that used for TRG-7 and -8, and the
placement was completed by 3:00 p.m.

TRG-10 was placed from the 1 cubic yard of concrete that arrived at 10:30 a.m. on
March 7, 1989. The initial slump was less than 1 in. Three-quarters of a gallon of water
was added to the mix to bring the slump up to 5 in. Placement of this structure was again
done in a manner identical to those used in the previous structures, and TRG-10 was
complete by 11:45 a.m.

The 3/8-in. aggregate concrete for TRG-12 and -13 was placed on june 2, 1989.
These structures were placed simultaneously from the 1.5 cubic yards of concrete that
arrived at 9:00 a.m. The slump was initially measured at 2-1/8 in. Although this was less
than the design slump, the concrete appeared to have the workability necessary to
complete the placement and, hence, no additional water was added. TRG-12 and-13
were completely placed by 10:30 a.m.



The microconcrete for TRG-14 through -16 was placed on August 10, 1989.
These structures were again placed simultaneously from the 2 yards of concrete that
arrived at 11:20 a.m. The siump was initially measured at 6.5 in., and no additional
water was added. Placement of the microconcrete was carried out in a manner similar
to the placements in ali the previous structures. Placemement was completed at
12:40 p.m.

No defects were noticed on the surface of the models after the compaction was
complete. However, shrinkage cracks were noticed in the end walls of ali the structures
after the forms were removed. The shrinkage cracking was much more pronounced in
the microconcrete structures. Ali models were left in their forms for a 28-day curing
period and exposed surfaces were kept moist and covered with a tarp.

During the placements, 15 standard 6-in.-diam by 12-in.-high test cylinders were
taken per ASTM C172 [8] and ASTM C31 [9]. Fifteen 2-in.-diam by 4-in. high test cylin-
ders were also made to see whether curing of the thinner cylinders had a noticeable
effect on the measured mechanical properties. Both sets of cylinders were left in their
molds and cured with the models for 28 days. Tests on the cylinders included ultimate
compressive strength, modulus of elasticity, and split cylinder tensile strength (ASTM
C496) [10]. Because TRG-12 and-13 were placed simultaneously, one ._etof cylinders
(6-in. or 2-in.) is assumed to be representative of both structures. TRG-14, -15 and -16
were also poured simultaneously; therefore, one set of cylinders is also assumed to be
representative of these three st,_Jctures. The 6-in.-diam cylinders were tested by
Western Technologies, Inc., in Albuquerque, New Mexico and the 2-in.-diam cylinders
were tested by students in the Mechanical Engineering Department at the University of
New Mexico under the super_risionG,fDr. William Baker, a consultant to this program.
Table VI summarizes the results of the cylinder tests and compares these results with
the results from TRG-4 tests. From each group of 15 cylinders (either the 6-in. or 2-in.)
9 were tested for ultimate strength and modulus, and 5 were tested for split cylinder
tensile strength. The consistently higher ultimate strengths measured on the 2-in.-diam
cylinders were attributed to the care taken in applying a uniaxial load to the specimen.
With these smaller cylinders greater care could be taken in capping the specimens and,
hence, the effect of loading anomalies was minimized.

lM. EXPERIMENTAL MODAL ANALYSES

Experimental modal analyses were performed on TRG-7 through -16 before the
simulated seismic or static, cyclic testing. In this context experimental modal analysis
refers to the procedure whereby a measured excitation (random, sine, or impact force) is
applied to a structure and the structure's response (acceleration, velocity, or displace-
ment), is measured at discrete locations that are representative of the structure's motion.
Both the excitation and the response time histories are transformed into the frequency
domain so that modal parameters (resonant frequencies, mode shapes, modal damp-

_! ing) can be determined by curve fitting the measured frequency domain data to a
Laplace domain representation of the equations of motion [11]. These tests were per-
formed to demonstrate that the dynamic properties of these structures can be accurately



TABLE VI

MEASURED MATERIAL PROPERTIES

6-in.-Diam Cylinders

Average Average Average Average

f" Measured Ec = 57,00 Tensile

Ec Strength
(psi) (psi x 10"6) (psi x 10"6) (psi)

TRG-4 4150 3.23 3.67 360
TRG-7 3860 3.33 3.54 420
TRG-8 3970 3.17 3.59 420
TRG-9 3340 3.11 3.'29 380
TRG-10 3870 3.24 3.64 380
TRG-11 3260 2.96 3.25 390
TRG-12,-13 4070 3.75 3.64 450
TRG-14,-15,-16 5800 3.38 4.34 480
Design 4000 - - 3.60 - -

2 in.Diam Cylinder=

TRG-7 5210 3.31 4.11 420
TRG-8 4760 3.19 3.93 440
TRG-9 4650 3.27 3.89 490
TRG- 10 4460 3.00 3.81 390
TRG-11 4210 2.95 3.70 430
TRG-12,-13 5070 4.00 4.06 470
TRG-14,-15,-16 6170 3.62 4.48 580
Design 4000 - - 3.60 - -

predicted at very lowexcitation levels by finite element analysis. Also, because a similar
test was performed on TRG-4, results from these tests can be used to examine the
scalability of the dynamic properties.

Test conditions that were used with TRG-4 (see [1]) were duplicated or, when
appropriate, scaled to make the experimental modal analyses as identical as possible.
TRG-7 through -16 were supported with four air bearings under their base to simulate
free-boundary conditions, as shown in Fig. 4. Free-boundary conditions were chosen
because they can be most easily and accurately obtained during experiments; hence,
these test results are best for comparison with analytical results from finite element
analysis (FEA).

A 100-1b-peak force shaker was attached to the base of the structures midway
between the end of the wing wall and the shear wall using a thin rod that transmits pri-
marily axial force (stinger), as shown in Fig. 5. A transducer, located between the stinger
and the model measured force as the input quantity. A random excitation signal with a
uniform power spectral density between O Hz and 600 Hz was used to drive the
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Fig. 4. Experimendtal modal analysis test set-up.
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shaker. Acceleration response was measured in three orthogonal directions at 89 points
on the structure. The excitation point and measurement points are shown in
Fig. 6 (some of the measurement points are not visible because of hidden line removal).

A finite element analytical modal analysis was also run for comparison with the
experimental modal analysis. Half the structure was modeled. Free boundary conditions
were specified at the base, and appropriate boundary conditions were applied along the
plane of symmetry so that ali modes below 600 Hz could be identified. The undeformed
mesh and the first three modes are shown in Fig. 7. A direct comparison between an
experimentally identified mode and FEA mode is shown in Fig. 8.

Table VII summarizes the results from the experimental modal analysis for the first
five modes. Included in this table are the results from the finite element analysis using the
design modulus of elasticity, 3.6 x 106psi. In Table VIII the experimental modal analysis
results are compared with the results from TRG-4. In this table, the modal frequencies
have been normalized to a modulus of elasticity of 3.23 x 106psi, the average measured
modulus for TRG-4. As an example, the average measured modulus from the
6 x 12 cylinders for TRG-12 was 3.75,x 106psi; hence, the normalizing factor would be
(3.23 x 106/3.75 x 106)1/2. Ali modal frequencies measured on TRG-12 were multiplied by
this factor for comparison with the TRG-4 results. In addition, the frequency scale of one-
third was applied to the normalized frequencies measured on TRG-7 through -16 for
direct comparison with the TRG-4 results.

UNDEFORMED STRUCTURE

J

I
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the experimentally measured mode shape with the
corresponding mode, determined by finite element analysis for TRG-12.

Table VIII compares the average results measured on TRG-7 through -16, after the
appropriate normalizing and scaling factors have been applied. No scale factor was
applied to the modal damping results. From the results in Table VIII it is evident that both
the microconcrete and the 3/8-in. aggregate, 1/3-scale models accurately simulate the
modal frequencies of the prototype structure. The maximum difference in the modal
frequencies was in mode 1, a 5.7% difference for the 3/8-in. aggregate models and a
7.0% difference for the microconcrete models.

In terms of percent error, the modal damping estimates appear to be significantly
different between the models and the prototype. If TRG-7 through -16 are accurate
models of TRG-4, and if the damping mechanism is structural or hysteretic (displacement
dependent), no distortion in the damping ratio would be expected, that is, the damping
scale factor is 1, see [12]. For a viscous damping mechanism the scale factor would be
one-third (_TRG-4/t_TRG-16= 1/3). However, the accuracy of estimating low modal
damping values with experimental modal analysis techniques depends on the frequency
resolution of the frequency response function measurement. Because the frequency
resolution was not scaled between the tests on TRG-7 through -16 and the
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TABLE VIII

COMPARISON OF SCALED EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED MODAL FREQUENCIES
AND UNSCALED EXPERIMENTALLY MEASURED MODAL DAMPING VALUES FROM TRG-7

THROUGH-16 TO MEASURED MODAL FREQUENCIES AND DAMPING VALUES FROM TRG-4

3/8-in. Aaa_reaate Microconcrete TRG-4

Avg. Avg.
Avg. Modal Avg. Modal Modal

Modal Damping Modal Damping Modal Damping
Frequency (% of Frequency (% of Frequency (% of

Mode , (Hz) Cdtical_ (Hz) Cdtical_ (Hz) Critical)

1 35.0 1.0 34.5 1.2 37.1 1.4
2 76.1 1.0 74.4 1.6 79.2 0.67
3 83.3 1.0 82.6 1.1 88.3 0.77
4 99.3 1.1 97.9 1.1 100. 0.79
5 109. 1.1 107. 1.5 111. 0.73

tests on TRG-4, significantdistortionin the mooal damping estimateswas possible. At
these levelsof damping,predictionsof the prototypestructure'sresponsewould not be
adverselyaffected bythe distortionsinthe dampingcoefficients.

A visual inspectionof the animatedmode shapes measured on the models and
prototype(TRG-4) showsthat the mode shapesare also accuratelypredictedby the 1/3-
scale models. Figure9 comparesthe firstmode measuredon TRG-12 to the first mode
measured on TRG-4.

V. SELECTION OF INPUT-SIGNAL, TIME-SCALE, AND AMPLITUDE LEVELS
FOR THE SIMULATED SEISMIC TESTS

Because the mass has been scaledgeometrically(that is, mass is scaled by the
lengthscale cubed), the structuresused inthese tests willbe Case 1 models of the TRG-
4 structures[12]. The lengthscale, Nh,is definedas

Lp

Nh = L-_ ' (1)

where Lpand Lmare lengthinthe prototypeand model, respectively. For this test series,
Nh = 3. Accelerationsare scaled by the reciprocalof the lengthscale (Nh), that is, the
accelerationscale (N_)is definedas

PrototypeAcc. (X_P)= 1N_ =
Model Acc. (Xm) Nh (2)
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I I

MODE 1 MEASURED ON TRG-12 MODE 1 MEASURED ON TRG-4

Fig. 9. Comparison of the first modes mesured on TRG-4 with the first
mode measured on TRG-12.

Forces (except for gravity forces) are scaled as the length scale squared, that is,

NF = Fp/Frn = Ni_ , (3)

where NF is the force scale,
Fp is force acting on the protytype, and
Fm is force acting on the model.

Time is scaled as the length scale,

NT = Tp/mm= Nh , (4)

where MT is the time scale,
Tp is the time associated with the prototype, and
Tm is the time associated with the model,

Finally, frequency" is scaled by the reciprocal of the length scale

Nf = fp/fm= 1/Nh , (5)
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where Nf is the frequency scale,
fp is the frequency of the prototype,and
fr,_ is the frequency of the model.

Usingthese scale factors, the behaviorof these new test structurescan be
predicted fromthe static and modaltest resultsobtainedfrom the TRG-4 structure.
Resultsfromthe TRG-4 tests are shownin Table IX, together with the predictedvalues
fromthe 1/3-scale model structuresto be used inthe currenttests.

The predicted ultimateand firstcracking loadscan be used to establishthe accel-
eration levels in the currenttest series. For example, with seismic excitationssufficient
to producea peak acceleration of 4.8 g's, the test structuresare expected to experience
cracking, and at 8.52 g's the structure is expected to fail.

TABLE IX

TRG-4 TEST RESULTS AND PREDICTED II3-SCALE
MODEL TEST RESULTS

___ 1/3-Scale Models
Modal frequencies fl = 37.1 Hz fl = 111.3 Hza
(free-free boundary f2 = 79.2 Hz f2 = 237.6 Hza
conditions,no added mass) f3 - 88.3 Hz f3 - 264.9 Hza

Firstcrackingload, Fcr 71,000 Ib 7S90 Ibb

Top mass accelerationto 1.6 g's 4.8 g's

produce Fcr (steel plates
attached)

Ultimateload, Fult 126,000 Ib 14,000 Ibc
(per ACI 349-85)

Top mass accelerationto 2.84 g's 8.52 g's
produce Fult

These predictedvaluesassume that the models'concretehas the same modulusas the concrete in
a

TRG-4.

b This predictionassumesthat the models'concretehas the same tensile strengthas the concrete in
TRG-4.

c In additionto a andb, the assumptionis made thatthe stress-straincharacteristicsof
the reinforcementare identicalin the model and the prototype.
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After the proposed test structure had been scaled to matchthe capabilities of the
seismic test facility, the next step was to select the appropriate frequency scale factor to
be applied to the selected test signal (the 1940 El Centro, N-S, acceleration-time history).
Had the assumed prototype (TRG-4) been seismically tested, scaling the seismic signal
used during the prototype test would have been a straightforward matter. However, the
assumed prototype was not seismically tested, so a less direct approach to time and
frequency scale selection was required.

A response spectrum plot of the 1940 El Centro, N-S, acceleration history for
5% damping (Fig. 10) shows that, for this signal, maximum response is experienced in
structures that have a resonant frequency in the range of 2 to 3 Hz. Using standard
analysis procedures that do not account for stiffness reduction, typical Category I shear
wall structures are found to have a first-mode frequency approximately 3 to 4 times this
frequency of maximum response.
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Fig. 10. Response spectrum for the north-south component of the
1940 El Centro earthquake normalized to 1 g.
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Therefore, it is assumed that a realistic seismic test will require the seismic input to
be frequency-scaled so that the test structure's design, first-mode frequency, will be
approximately 3 times the test signal frequency of maximum response. For the structure
shown in Fig. 2, with the top mass attached and the base clamped, the first-mode fre-
quency, as determined by FEA, is 102 Hz* if we assume that the concrete modulus is 3.6
x 10s psi (see the Section III discussion on material selection). Therefore, the seismic
signal should be frequency-scaled so that the frequency of maximum acceleration re-
sponse is approximately 34 Hz (102/3). This suggests frequency-scaling the 1940 El
Centro, N-S signal by a factor of 12 (Nf = 12) to produce a maximum response in the
frequency range of 24 Hz (2 Hz x 12) to 36 Hz (3 Hz x 12). Therefore, the time duration
of the base motion seismic signal would be is scaled by a factor of 1/12, and the accel-
eration amplification for a 102-Hz structure would be approximately 1.7 (assuming 5%
damping). (See Fig. 12.)

With these values, a matrix of simulated seismic tests was constructed that brackets
the load level necessary to produce first cracking in the test structures. This matrix is
shown in Table X. The virgin condition tests on each of the seven structures are Tests 1,5,
8, and 10. Note that TRG-11 was initially subjected to a load equal to its ultimate load, as
calculated by ACI 349-85 in Test 10.

Because the first cracking load will be developed by a base input with a peak
acceleration of 2.82 g's (that is, 4.8/1.7, where 1.7 is assumed amplification), TRG-9
should be initially tested (Test 5) to just under the load required to produce first cracking.
TRG-10 should be initially tested (Test 8) to just above the load required to produce first
cracking.

Comparison of the measured results (modal frequency and damping) from Tests 1,
5, 8, and 10 should demonstrate the differences in response of virgin structures to seismic
events of different magnitudes. A comparison of results from Tests 2 and 5; 3, 6, and 8;
or 4, 7, 9, and 10 should demonstrate the cumulative damage effects.

Finally, having developed a test matrix, it was necessary to compare the required
test conditions to the capabilities of the test facility. The simulated seismic signal (1940 El
Centrol, N-S, scaled by a factor of 12) is shown in Fig. 13. From Fig. 14 the maximum
velocity required is 3.16 in./s/g base acceleration. From Fig. 15 the maximum displace-
ment required is 0.069 in./g base acceleration. Therefore, tests to 8.5 g's peak top ac-
celeration (Tests 4, 7, 9, and 10 in Table X) will require system base acceleration,
velocity, and displacement capabilities of 5 g's (8.5 g's/1.7), 15.8 in./s (3.16 in./s/g's x
5 g's), and 0.34 in. (0.068 in./g x 5 g's), respectively. The required velocity and displace-
ments are well within the system's limits (see Table I).

* Figure 11 shows the finite element model and the first mode corresponding to a fixed-
base boundary condition with the top steel plates in place for the TRG-7 through -16 test
structures.
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Fig. 11. First mode identified by finite element analysis.
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TABLE X

TEST MATRIX FOR THE 1/3-SCALE STRUCTURES

Model No. Seismic Test Sequen_

TRG-8,-13,-14,-15 1a 2 3 4
TRG-9 5 6 7
TRG-10 8 9
TRG-11 10
Excitation level (g's)b 1.25 2.5 3.75 5.0
Percent of ACI 349-85 25% 50% 75% 100%
Ultimate Strength

aThese numbers refer to the sequence inwhich the modelswere to be tested.

bThese levelsassume an amplificationfactorof 1.7; hence, a 5.0-g's base excitationwill
producea top slab accelerationof 5.0 x 1.7 - 8.5 g's.
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Fig. 13. 1940ElCentroearthquakeacceleration-timehistory
normaiizedto i g andtimescaledbya factorof 12.
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The force required to produce a 5-g's peak base acceleration excitation is easily
computed from the free-body diagram shown in Fig. 16 by using the total accelerated
weight [model with attached steel plates (2550 Ib), table (721 Ib), and shaker armature
(245 Ib)] as Freq'd = 2550 Ibm x 8.5 g's + 966 Ibm x 5 g's = 26530 lb. This force is within
the facility's rated capacity.

VI. SIMULATED SEISMIC TESTING AND RESULTS

A. InstrumentationandTest SetuD

The data taken duringthis sequenceof tests consistedof acceleration and strain
measurements. Twenty channelsof accelerationdata were taken, and the locationsof
these accelerometers are shown in Fig. 17. The redundantmeasurementspermitted
checks on slippageof the model relativeto the base, on slippageof the top plates rela-
tive to the model,and on the torsionalresponseof the top slab.
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m1= MASSOF THE STRUCTUREWITH ATTACHEDSTEEL PLATES

m2=MASSOF THE ARMATURE,COUPLING,TABLE

TOTAL INPUTFORCE REQ'D= 8.5 g's m1+ 5 g's m2

Fig. I 6. Free _'^"" -" "'- - -'- -'-uuuy diag_i_J uaL_u_a_u table and attached structure.
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Fig. 17. Accelerometer locations for the simulated seismic test.

Because the test reported in [1] showed that the stiffness values determined from
relative displacement readings during static tests agreed well with stiffness values deter-
mined by mechanics-of-materials beam theory analysis that accounts for shear deforma-
tion, and because this method of displacement measurement is independent of base-
slip and rigid-body motion, a similar measurement method was sought for dynamic tests.
The method used for the static testscould not be used for the dynamic tests because the
digital displacement transducers do not have adequate frequency response and because
the response of the mounting hardware would invalidate any readings obtained. The dis-
placement transducers and their hardware were replaced with a series of strain gages
between the two points for which the relative displacement was needed.

Four channels of strain were measured during each test series. The strain mea-
surements were converted to displacement readings that corresponded to the relative
displacements measured on TRG-4 during the static load deformation tests. Large
gage-length strain gages were mounted on diagonal and vertical lines on the shear
wall. The arrangement is shown in Figs. 18 and !9. An identical pattern was bonded to
the opposite side of the shear wall.
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Fig. 18. Strain gage pattern.

lt may be shown that the change in resistance of a strain gage is proportional to
the relative displacement of the two ends of the gage. Thus, in actual use, the gage
measures the average strain over the gage length, independent of the strain gradient
within the gaged length. By mounting gages end-to-end between two points and con-
necting them in series, a long gage-length strain gage is obtained whose signal may be
converted to relative displacement.

To reduce the installation time, 120-mm-long gages were used. lt should be noted
that segment AB in Fig. 18 is 660 mm, and the "gage-length" of the series of four gages
used to span this length is 480 mm, giving 73 percent coverage. Similarly, segment AC
is 865 mm, and the "gage-length" of the six gages used in this measurement is 720 mm,
giving 83 percent coverage. Because the gages do not cover the entire distance be-
tween the points, the signal from the four gages along AB, when connected in series, (or
the six gages along AC) will not necessarily be converted to displacement by multiplying
the indicated strain by the distance AB (or AC).

To evaluate the effect of the strain gradient between the two end points, a finite
element analysis of the structure was made. This analysis showed that the strain gradi-
ent along AB is essentially linear, and the strains along AC are essentially constant. In
these two cases, the strain gradients are such that multiplying the strain reading by the
aaae length will convert thA reading tn _ rli_nl_,',_m,=n__ .......... r.,,,._vv o nrl SL.
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Fig 19. Strain gages mounted on TRG-13.
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Four bridge circuits were used to convert the changes in resistance to voltage.
The "strain gage" along AB was placed in a leg opposite from the corresponding gage
on the other side of the shear wall to obtain additive output. Fixed resistors were used to
complete the bridge for the dynamic tests. Similar bridges were formed from the gages
along DC, BD, and AC.

Static, cyclic tests performed on TRG-16 were used to verify that integrated strain
data would accurately measure the relative displacement between the two end points of
the gages. A discussion of these test results is provided in Section VII. These tests
showed that the strain gages can accurately measure the displacements between the
two end points. Strain gages were mounted on structures TRG -8, -9, -10, -12, -14, -15,
and -16.

A 1.5-in.-thick aluminum plate was bolted to the shake-table with fifty-six 0.5-in.-
diam countersunk bolts torqued to 65 ft-lb. The aluminum plate was required by the
shake-table operators to stiffen the table and to prevent warping from occurring when
the test structures were bolted down. TRG-7 and -13 were placed on the aluminum
plate and used as practice models so that the shake-table control parameters could be
established. On TRG-8 and on ali subsequent test structures, a layer of plaster-of-Paris
was placed between the base of the structure and the aluminum plate to provide an
even bearing surface that would conform to the base of the structure. Tests on TRG-7
had shown that the bottom and top surfaces of the structure were out-of-plane to the
point that cracking could be introduced by tightening the studs through the base or the
bolts through the top slab to 30 ft-lb. A layer of plaster-of-Paris was placed on the top of
the structures, between the concrete slabs and the steel plates, to provide a bearing
sL,fface that would conform to the model and to the steel plates. This was done to
eliminate the slippage of the steel plates relative to the concrete slab that occurred
during the TRG-8 tests.

The structures were bolted to the aluminum plate with thirty-two 0.5-in.-diam studs
torqued to 30 ft-lb. Each structure (with the exception of TRG-13, which had the steel
plates already in place from previous static tests) was subjected to a series of low-level,
burst-random pulses (1 g's nominal peak base-input acceleration) without the steel
plates attached, then again with the steel plates in place. These random excitation tests
are referred to as loop checks. These checks on the shake table control system were
necessary to correct for the mass and for compliance of the test structure. Because the
input power from these signals was at frequencies considerably above the first-mode
frequencies of the structure, these tests provided the data necessary to determine the
initial dynamic properties of the structure without introducing damage. The NBSS
during these tests was less than 16 psi. For ali dynamic tests the NBSS stress was
calculated as

p = Meff _'peak
A (6)
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and

Meff = Ms + Mc + Md , (7)

where P = nominal base shear stress (psi),

Ypeak = peak acceleration measured at the centerline of the end
wall, on the top slab, directly above the shear wall (g's)

A = cross-sectional area of the shear wall, 60 in.2 for ali cases,
Ms = mass of the steel plates, if present, (1360 Ibm),
Mc = mass of the top concrete slab (267 Ibm),
Md = distributed mass of the wall that must be lumped with

Ms and Mc in a single degree-of-freedom model of the
structure (207 Ibm).

Mdwas calculated by comparing the resonant frequencies predicted from FEA of the
structure,withand without itsadded mass. Inthe modelwithoutthe added mass, the
stiffeningeffects of the top steel plateswere left inso that the followingrelationshipcould
be established

m)2 =Ms + Md+ McMc + Md ' (8)

where fnm -- shear/bending mode resonantfrequency without the steel
plates, and

fm = shear/bendingmode resonantfrequencywith the steel
plates.

B. Test Results (AccelerometerData)

Summaries of the simulated seismictests performed on TRG-8 through -11 and
TRG-13 through -15 are provided in Tables XI through XVll, respectively. Figure 20
shows the stiffness reductions, as inferred from resonant frequency measurements and
finite element resonant frequency calculations (using the measured modulus of elasticity),
plotted against the peak NBSS level for each test. The measured resonant frequency
values were determined from the peaks in the magnitude of the frequency response
function, (FRF, Fourier transform of the response, Ch.3y, divided by the Fourier transform
of the input, Ch.2y). The FRFs were determined by averaging the FRFs from eight 0.25-s
blocks of data. Each block of data was discretized with 1024 points. With this sampling
rate, frequencies up to 2000 Hz can be measured, and the FRF will have a 4-Hz
resolution. If the structure were to crack during a transient, the frequency identified from
the FRF calculation corresponds to the frequency of a linear model that best fits the data
in a least-squares sense. Figure 21 shows a typical FRF magnitude plot for the first
seismic pulse on TRG- 13.
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Fig. 21. Frequency responsefunction,TRG-13 firstseismicpulse, Ch.3y/Ch.2y.

C. Test Results (Strain Gage Data)

Stiffnessvaluescan also be determinedfromthe straingage data. Referring
to Fig. 22, the totaldeformation,_, of plane BC relativeto plane AD is

= (I3AC+ SAc)COS_- f ' (9)

and

_ = COS -1 If2 + (_AC + SAO)2 + (h + _cl)212f (,6AC+ SAC)
(10)

where h and f are defined in Fig. 18, SAOand SOD are the readings from gages AC and
CD, respectively, and 13ACis the distance between points A and C prior to deformation.
With the instrumentation used during these tests, the total deformation was determined
from the average of four separate displacement readings. The bending and shear
deformations, _ and 8s, are found with the following equations:

8b = 2h(Scg - SAB) , and
3f (11)
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A D
DISPLACEMENTGAGES

Fig. 22. Method for determining horizontal displacements from
internal gage readings.

ks = kT- kb • (12)

A detailed discussion of these equations and the assumptions used in their develop-
ment is given in [1].

From the free-body diagram in Fig. 23, it is evident that, knowing either the force
applied to the steel plate for the static case or the acceleration of the center-of-mass of
the top concrete slab, the steel plates, and a portion of the distributed mass of the walls
for the dynamic case, will give the force and moment that cause the relative displace-
ment of plane BC to plane AD. With these force and displacement measurements, a
stiffness value can be computed and compared with a theoretical stiffness determined
by applying Castigliano's theorem to the portion of the structure between plane AD and
BC, as discussed in [1]. The total, bending and shear stiffness terms (kT, kb, and ks,
respectively) are

kT= 1 (13)• e_ , _ ,

IDL'- L" L
2Ecl + a-_cl + AG

4O



Fig. 23. Free-body diagram of a TRG-type structure.

where b and L are defined in Fig. 23,

I = the cross-sectional moment of inertia, including end walls;

A = the cross-sectional area of the shear wall only;
G = the concrete's shear modulus;

kb= 6El

2L3 + 3bL2_' (14)

and

ks = _----_-.
L (15)
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The application of this method to stiffness measurements, using dynamic data, roquires
the assumptionthat the inertialforcesassociatedwiththe mass of the walls between
planes AD and BC and the correspondingdeformationsare negligiblecomparedwiththe
forcesassociatedwith the accelerationof the top platesand their relateddeformations.

Peak-to-peak relative displacements from dynamic tests are compared with those
displacementspredictedby the mechanics-of-materialstheory (Eq. 13) for similar force
levels. The ratioof measuredto predictedrelativedisplacementsis equivalentto the ratio
of measuredto predictedstiffness. Figure24 showsthe acceleration-timehistoryof the
center-of-massof the portionof the structureabove the instrumentedsectionof the shear
wall. Accelerationvalues from Fig. 24 that correspondto peaks in the displacement-time
historyshownin Fig. 25 can be usedto obtainthe force levelsnecessary for the applica-
tion of Eq. 13. This methodof comparingmeasuredand predicted relativedisplacements
(or stiffness)can be appliedto any successivepeaks from the dynamicdata allowingfor
the consistencyof the methodto be checked.

I i I i ! i I I
3.5 F = 1834 Ibs/g x 3.5 g = 6420 Ib3

_ ]
Z
0
I--

rr'-]
ni
_1
ni
0

F = 1834 Ibs/g x-4.3 g = -7890 Ib
-4.3

-5 I I ! I i I I ! l
0 0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0

TIME Is)

Fig. 24. Acceleration-time history of the top mass during the second
seismic pulse on TRG-10.
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Fig. 25. Relative displacements determined from strain gage readings
during the second seismic pulse on TRG-10.

Data from the second seismic pulse on TRG-10 are used as an example. The
peak-to-peak relative displacement shown in Fig. 25 is 5.2 x 10.3 in. The corresponding
peak-to-peak force shown in Fig. 24 is 14,310 lb. This structure's theoretical stiffness as
determined by Eq. 13 is 2.60 x 106 Ib/in. (Ec= 3.24 x 106psi, b = 6.12 in., L = 26 in.,
I = 34,900 in.4, G = 1.35 x 106psi, A = 61.1 in.2). With this theoretical stiffness the peak-
to-peak force of 14310 Ib would be expected to produce a peak-to-peak displacement of
5.5 x 10.3 in. These data imply that the ratio of the measured stiffness to the theoretical
stiffness is 1.06. Two other peak-to-peak displacement and corresponding acceleration
readings from this test were examined. These other two readings both yielded stiffness
ratios of 1.11. The average ratio of the measured to the theoretical stiffness from these
three data sets is 1.09 and this value is given in Table XlI. Ali stiffness values deter-
mined from the strain gage data tabulated in Tables XI through XVll are the average of
three peak-to-peak displacement readings, that were measured at different times during
the seismic transient. No strain gage data were obtained during the loop checks.

During a dynamic test, cracking can be identified by a sudden shift in the strain-time
history that results from a relief of strain within the instrumented region when cracking
occurs outside this region. Fiqure 26 is an example of this shift from data obtained with
Gage AB during the sixth seismic pulse on TRG-:I0 (Test TRG-10;8). At this point, the
strain gages no longer provide an accurate measure of the overall structural deformations.
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Fig. 26. D.C. shift inthe straingage readingthat resultsfrom crackingof the
structure.

D. Error_ources

One difficultyencounteredduringthe testingwas controlof the shake table during
transientsthat introduceddamage. The firstseismicpulseon TRG-14 is used for an
example. This pulsewas supposedto be a nominal1.25-g test, butthe peak input
accelerationwas 2.76 g's. The resonantfrequencymeasuredduringthe test was 70 Hz,
as comparedwith78 Hz duringthe previouspulse, indicatingthat damage occurred
during this pulse. Figure 27 compares the response spectrum computed from the
command signal with the response spectrum computed from the measured base
acceleration. From this plot one can see the distortion in the input signal that resulted
from the control system's inability to handle the change in the dynamic properties of the
structure during a damaging transient.

Finally, the issues of base slip, torsional motion about an axis normal to the plane of
the table, rigid body rotation about an axis normal to the plane of the shear wall, slip of the
steel plates relative to the top concrete slab, and slip of the structure relative to the shake
table must be addressed. The FRF shown in Fig. 28 relates the acceleration in the
direction of excitation Ch.3Y (see Fig. 17) during test TRG 13;5 to a similar component of
acceleration measured at the outer edge of the top concrete slab, Ch.4y. From this plot it is
evident that no amplification of motion at Point 4 relative to Point 3 was measured. This
implies that torsional motion did not occur. Similar plots from other tests showed that
torsional motion did not occur during any test.
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A comparis_.nof the strong motion portion of the acceleration-time histories
measured at Points 2y and ly during test TRG15;7 (shown in Fig. 29) reveals that no
slippage between the structure and the shake table occurred during this high-level test.
Similarly, Fig. 30 compares Point 9y with Point 3y and shows that no slippage occurred
between the structure and the steel plates during the test TRG15;7. Slippage at either
location was not observed during any of the tests.

Rigid-body rotation and nonrigid-body base rotation were a problem during ali
the tests. Figure 31 compares the strong motion portion of the acceleration-time his-
tories measured at Points 2v and 6v during test TRG15;1. This plot shows that the
motions are 18G-deg out-of-phase and that they are of almost identical magnitude.
These data irr ply that the structure was undergoing rigid-body rotation during this Iow-
!evel test. Si nilar response was observed during the loop check with the mass added
(Test TRG15;2). Power spectral densities (PSD), Figs. 32 and 33, calculated for 2v and
Sv show that th,_frequency of this rotation during TRG15;1 is approximately 200 Hz.
Figures 34 and 35 show similar PSDs from tast TRG15;2, where, because of the added
mass, the frequency has shifted to 120 Hz.

When seismic pulses were applied to th6 structure, a much more complicated
response was observed at Points 2v and 6v. Th_ time histories in Fig. 36 measured
during test TRG15;3 show that the motion is no longer directly out-of-phase and that it
changes from in-ph_.se to out-of-phase during the test. These motions cause the dis-
crepancy between the ,,tiffness values determined from accelerometer readings and the
stiffness values determined from strain gage data.

E. Comparison of Strain Gaae Data With AccelerometerData

Figure 37 compares the stiffness reductions determined from accelerometer data
with stiffness reductions determined from the strain gage data. Until the structures were
cracked by Ioad_ that resulted from the applied base excitations, no stiffness reduction
was detected by the strain gages. The stiffness results obtained from the strain gage data
agree with the stiffness results obtained during static, cyclic testing on TRG-12,-13 and
-16 (see Section VII), as well as with the stiffness results obtained duL'ingstatic, cyclic
testing of TRG-4. The stiffness reductions shown in Fig. 37, which are determined from
accelerometer data, are greater than those determined from the strain_gage data. This
discrepancy occurs because the fundamental mode of the structure does not correspond
to the fixed-base fundamental mode determined by FEA. From Figs. 31 and 36, it is ap-
parent that the fixed-base condition assumption is violated at very low excitation levels, lt
is of interest to note that the stiffness reductions that can be determined from accelerom-
eter data measured during the experimental modal analyses (see Fig. 20) correspond to
the stiffness reductions determined from the strain gage data. The experimental modal
analyses identify the mode shapes that correspond to the resonant frequency measure-
ments. With the mode shapes identified, one can verify that the resonant frequencies
being compared (measured and analytical) correspond to the same mode.
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F. DamoinoData

Values for damping inthe 1/3-scale shear wall structuresfor the simulatedseismic
tests were determinedfrom the measuredaccelerometerdata. Two different methods
that estimatean equivalentviscousdampingratiofrom FRFs were used. When re-
viewingthese results,it mustbe rememberedthat certainassumptionshave been made
about the structures,properties,and testconfiguration. These assumptionsare as
follows:

(1) The structurescan be adequately representedas a linear,viscouslydamped,
single-degree-of-freedomsystem.

(2) The base motioninputis puretranslationin the horizontaldirectionand in the
plane of the shear wall.

(3) The mass of the single-degree-of-freedommodelcan be estimatedas shown
in Eq. 8.

lt has been observedthat tho testconfigurationis not a single degree-of-freedom system
even before the structuresfracture. This fact is indicatedby the significantresponseof
the model base in the verticaldirection(see Figs. 31,36). Sourcesof compliancethat
cause other modes of vibrationincludethe airbagsthat the shake table restson, the
bolted joint betweenthe modeland the table, and the attachmentof the movingtop of the
sliptable to the fixed base of the table. These differencesbetween the assumed model
and the actual test structureand test configurationwill affect the observed FRFs and,
hence, the calculateddampingvalues. Other differencesoccurbecause concrete is not a
linear material and becausethe damping mechanisminconcrete is notviscous.
Therefore, the calculatedvaluesof viscousdampingwillbe only a firstapproximationto
the damping phenomononinthe shear wall structures.

Damping ratios from the FRFs were determined in two different ways. One method
is based upon the equation discussed in [13].

Ifmax_2.I

= -1--_fmin/ (16)
2 +1 '

fmin/

where _ = viscous damping ratio,
frnax = the frequency at which the real part of the FRF is a maximum,

and
fmin --- the frequency at which the real part of the FRF is a minimum.

Here, fmaxand fmin are at the positive and negative peak of the real part of the FRF on
either side of the coordinate axis crossing that indicates a resonant frequency.
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equation used is
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t_= o_- o)1 (17)
2o_n '

where COn= the frequency at the peak of the FRF magnitudeplot; and

o01,(o2= the half power frequenciesassociatedwith mn.

These methodsare applied to the test resultsfor the seismic pulsesappliedto
TRG-8, -9, -10, -14, and -15. The resultsof these calculationsare shown in Table XVIII.
Considerableuncertaintyexistsin these valuesbecause of the deviationsof the actual
structureandthe test conditionsfrom the assumedanalytical model,as previously
discussed.

With these difficultiesin mind,the viscousdamping ratiosthat are reported in
Table XVIII were recordedonlyto one decimal place. Table XVIII also showsan average
for the damping coefficientsthat is determinedby the two methods, lt is appropriatethat
thisaverage be carriedonlyto one significantfigure.

In Table XVIII, a modalfrequency is giventhat was obtainedfrom the FRF. This
frequencyrepresentsthe responseof the structurein shear, lt is an indicatorof the
degree of damage the structure has experienced. Frequenciesinthe rangeof approxi-
mately75 Hz or greater are obtainedwhen the structureshave littleor nodamage.
Dampingratiosobtainedinthis response rangeagree withthose obtained from the
experimentalmodal analyses. Frequenciesinthe rangeof 40 Hz to approximately75 Hz
are generally obtainedwhen the structureshave been cracked at the end-wall base-slab
interface, but not inthe shear wall. Frequenciesof lessthan 40 Hz may indicatecases
where the crackinghas at least been initiatedinthe shear wall. lt is notcertain that the
shear wall cracked inany of the structuresthat were tested.

VII. STATIC TESTING AND RESULTS

A. Instrumentationand Test Setu.o

The static testson TRG-12, -13, and -16 were intendedto duplicatethe statictests
performed on TRG-4. After the modal testinghad been completed, the structureswere
bolted to a 6-in.-thicksteel base plate. A layerof plaster-of-Pariswas placed between the
base of the structures and the base plate _oprovide an even'bearing surface that would
conform to the base of the structure. Thirty-six 0.5-in.-diam studs, torqued to 30 ft-lb, fixed
the base of the structures to the plate. A layer of plaster-of-Paris was also placed on top
of the structures and two 2-in.-thick-steel plates were mounted on top of the structures.
These plates were held in place with thirty-six 0.5-in.-diam bolts also torqued to 30 ft-lb.
Load was applied to the bottom steel plate in an analogous manner to those in the TRG-4
test.
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TABLE XVIII

Viscous Damping Ratio Values Measured on Structures
Used in the Seismic Test Series

Resonant Calculated Damping
Seismic Frequency, Coefficent,% Average Damping
Pulse No. (Hz) Re (H(i(0_) !H!i(o)! Ratio. %

TRG8;-3 84 - - 0.3 1

TRG9;-3 74 2.0 1.7 2
TRG9;-4 62 7.0 - - 7
TRG9;-5 36 3.6 - - 4
TRG9 ;-6 16 7.8 - - 8

TRG10;-3 80 2.0 1.2 2
TRG10;-4 84 1.2 1.2 1
TRG10;-5 84 1.6 1.2 1
TRG10;-6 70 1o0 2.0 2
TRG10;-7 73 9.0 - - 9
TRG10;-8 33 12.0 9.4 10

TRG14;-4 70 5.6 3.5 5
TRG14;-5 71 ......
TRG14;-6 62 3.8 4.3 4
TRG14;-7 63 4.2 3.3 4
TRG14;-8 59 4.4 6.2 5
TRG14;-9 31 11 - - 10

TRG15;-3 80 0.6 0.4 1
TRG15;-4 75 2.0 0.8 1
TRG15;-5 71 - - 0.8 1
TRG15;-6 62 3.7 4.7 4
TRG15;-7 57 - - 4.1 4
TRG15;-8 30 6.6 7.4 7

An instrumentationframe was assembled aroundthe structuresindependent of the
base plate. Twenty Ono-Sokki EG-233 displacementtransducers(resolutionof
4 x 10-sin.) were placed on the structuresand on the instrumentationframe at locations
shownschematicallyin Fig. 38. Ten gages were mountedonthe model itself, providing
relativedisplacementreadingsthat were independentof any rigid-bodyrotationand
translation. Of these ten, eightwere locatedon the shear walland were used to obtain
the readingsnecessaryto separate the shear and bendingcomponentsof displacement.
Overall structuraldeformations, includingrigid-bodymotion,were monitoredwith the
remaining10 gages attachedto the instrumentationframe. These external gages were
also used to measure torsionalmotionof the structure. Figure39 showsthe TRG-12
structure mountedon the base plate withthe instrumentationframe in place.
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In addition to the displacement transducers used to measure displacements dur-
ing the tests on TRG-12 and -16, long-gage-length (120-mm) strain gages were mount-
ed end-to-end on both sides of the shear wall at locations that corresponded to the rela-
tive d!splacement gages. The strain gages were wired in series so that each group of
gages, either along the diagonal or vertical, would act as one continuous gage over
their entire combined lengths. Similar strain gages were mounted on TRG-8, -9, -10, -14
and -15 during simulated seismic tests so that relative displacements could be mea-
sured directly during dynamic tests (see Figs. 18 and 19). A direct comparison of the
displacements, determined by integrating the strain readings and those measured with
the displacement gages, provided a quantitative assessment of how accurately the
strain gages can measure displacement during the simulated seismic tests.

Because the static tests were performed outdoors, the strain gage readings were
susceptible to thermal effects. To minin_izethe thermal effects, undamaged strain
gages, which were still mounted on one of the structures previously tested to failure
dynamically, were used as temperature-compensating gages in the measuring bridge
circuits.
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An MTS hydraulic actuator was used to load the structure, and force input was
monitored with a load cell located between the actuator and the bottom steel plate. At
specified load increments, the output of the strain gage bridges, displacement trans-
ducers, and load cell were recorded using a data acquisition system based on an HP
3497A scanner and an HP 1000 computer. After some low-level tests to check the instru-
mentation, the load histories shown in Figs. 40-42 were followed. In these figures, each
integer on the horizontt'l axis represents a point at which the data were scanned. The
complete load reversals shown in these load histories were intended to represent the
forces induced in a Seismic Category I structure during seismic excitation. The breaks in
the load histories at the end of a cycle were the result of zeroing the gages and load cell
before the start of the next cycle. This discontinuity was accounted for in the final data
reduction.
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Fig. 40. TRG-13 load history.
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B. Test Results (DisplacementTransducers_

TRG-13 exhibited repeatable linear response during ali of the load cycles it
experienced, as shown in Fig. 43. This structure was not taken to failure because it was,
subsequently, to be used for simulated seismic tests. Stiffness and hysteretic energy
losses for TRG-12, -13 and -16 were calculated from the internal relative displacement
gages and from the strain gages in an identical manner as on TRG-4. The previous
section on seismic testing provides a review of the internal gage data reduction used to
obtain displacements and Appendix B recaps the method used to obtain damping
properties from static, cyclic load-deformation data. Results obtained from the TRG-13
data concerning stiffness and damping are summarized in Table XlX. The theoretical
stiffness values listed in Table XIX were calculated in a manner identical to the theo-
retical stiffness values reported in [1] and discussed in the seismic testing section, lt
should be noted that after the static tests were complete and the base studs had been
removed, a 50-psi NBSS had to be applied to the structure to break the plaster-of-Paris
loose from the base plate. This load gives an estimate of the bond that the plaster-of-
Paris provides at the base of the structure. Strain gages were not mounted on this
structure.
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Fig. 43. Force versusdisplacementfrom the average of the internal
relativedisplacementgage readingson TRG-13.
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The total stiffnesses measured on TRG-13 were slightly higher than the theoretical
stiffness. During placement of this structure and the TRG-12 structure, the forms for the
end walls bent outward from the end wall in the vicinity of the shear wall. This
deformation resulted in the shear wall and end walls having slightly larger dimensions
than those shown in Fig. 2 and contributed to the slightly higher measured stiffness
values. Bending deformations were small relative to the resolution of the displacement
transducers and, hence, the corresponding component of stiffness did not agree well with
theory.

Results from TRG-12 and -16 are summarized in Tables XX and XXl, respectively.
Both structures exhibited total stiffnesses that agreed well with thp,'_ryprior to cracking.
Again, the bending displacements were difficult to measure and accurate assessment of
this component of stiffness proved difficult. The initial cracking induced by the applied
load (as opposed to cracking that existed prior te testing that results from shrinkage dur-
ing the curing piocess) on TRG-12 occurred between 12,000 and 13,400 lb. An exact
figure was not obtained because the structure failed abruptly during the same load
increment in which cracking was initiated. TRG-16 firc_cracked at a load of 11,000 Ib
during the first 200-psi NBSS cycle. When the differences between the tensile strengths
of these structures and the TRG-4 structure are accounted for, the first cracking loads
measured on TRG-16 accurately predict the first cracking load measured on TRG-4 as
summarized in Table XXlI. Note that after cracking occurred on TRG-16, the subsequent
cycles showed an increased stiffness. This increase results from the cracking occurring
outside the field that was being monitored with the relative displacement gages and the
associated redistribution of the stress field within the gaged area.

Both TRG-12 and TRG-16 failed in an abrupt manner with a large flexure crack
opening through the base of the tensile end wall, as shown in Fig. 44. The lack of ductility
after cracking in these structures, as compared with that in the TRG-4 structure is
attributed to the difference in ductility of the conventional rebar used in TRG-4 as
compared with the ductility of the wire mesh rebar used in TRG-12 and -16. Tensile tests
were done on these two types of rebar to quantify this difference. Figure 45 compares the
stress-strain curves from a typical spacimen of both types of rebar. This figure illustrates
the difference in ductility of the two types of rebar.

__. Test Results (Strain Gaaes_w

Finally, the deformations determined from the strain gage readings are compared
with the deformations measured with the displacement transducers. Figure 46 com-pares
displacements measured on I'RG-16 by the two instrumentation methods during a 50-psi
NBSS cycle. From these data it is evident that the displacements from the strain gage
readings agree well with those from the digital gages; hence; it is concluded that
displacement may be measured accurately with the strain gages during dynamic tests.
Table XXl compares the stiffness and hysteretic energy loss results that were obtained
from strain gage data with similar results obtained with displacement transducers, lt
appears that the strain gages give more consistent readings than the displacement
transducers. Discrepancies in the measured hysteretic energy loss, obtained from the
displacement transducers and the strain gages, is the result of lost motion in the
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TABLE XXll

COMPARISON OF FIRST-CRACK LOADS MEASURED ON TRG-12 and -16
WITH THE FIRST-CRACK LOAD MEASURED ON TRG-4

spl_
Cylinder Normalize

Crack NBSS at Tensile NBSS
Load Cracking Strength at

Structure (Ib) (psi) (psi) Crackinga

TRG-4 71,000 131 360 131

TRG-12b 12,000-13,400 200-220 450 160-176

TRG-16 11,000 183 480 137

a These values have been normalizedto the TRG-4 tensilestrength.

b Crack load can only be bonded becausethe firstcracking and failureoccurredduring the same loadincrement.

displacement gage mounting system. The strain gages provide a more accurate estimate
of the hysteretic energy loss, and viscous damping ratios determined from these data
agree with the precracking viscous damping ratios measured during simulated seismic
tests and during experimental modal analyses (see Tables VIII and XVIII). On TRG-12
one strain gage circuit failed. Without these readings to average, the data were found to
be inconsistent because of the asymetric loading.

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

These final tests in the Seismic Category I structures program were to provide
additional data concerning the scalability of the seismic response of small-scale con-crete
structures to the seismic response of conventional concrete prototypes. Results of
experimental modal analyses show that when the structures were subje_ed to low-level
random excitations, the dynamic properties (mode shapes, resonant frequencies) of the
prototype TRG-4 structure were accurately predicted by both the 3/8-in. aggregate and
the microconcrete 1/3-scale models. The distortion of the normal forces that result from
geometric scaling [12] appears to have no adverse effect on the similitude ot the dynam-
ic properties as identified by these methods. Because the frequency resolution of the
frequency response functions was not properly scaled, similitude of the modal damping
values can not be addressed.

No appreciable difference was observed between the stiffness measured with
strain gages and the stiffness measured with displacement transducers during static tests.
Both measurement methods show that the structures respond with a stiffness accurately
p,=u,ut_uby mechanics-of-materials theory until cracking is induced from the
externally applied load. The load at which first cracking occurs was about 150-psi NBSS,
and the actual values were a function of the individual test specimen's concrete
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mined by integratingstrain gage readings with similar measurements
made with displacement transducersduring a 50-psi NBSScycle.
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tensilestrength. To putthis into perspective,OBE seismicevents for west coast plants
wouldproduceNBSS levels inthe range of 50 to 100 psiand Safe-ShutdownEarth-
quake (SSE) seismicevents for similarplantswouldproduceNBSS levelsof 150 psi.
Staticstiffnessresultsfrom boththe 1/3-scale, 3/8-in. aggregate structuresandthe
1/3-scale microconcretestructurescouldbe scaledto predict the stiffnessresultson
TRG-4 (3/4-in. aggregate) priorto cracking. After cracking,the scale modelsfailed
abruptlyas a result of the lackof ductilityin their rebar. The testsetups for the static
testingon TRG-4, -5, -6,-12,-13, and -16 were suchthat initialstressesintroducedby
boltingthe structures to the load frames were minimized.

Stiffness measured during dynamictests have previouslybeen inferred from
resonantfrequency measurements. Damage caused by transportation,stressesintro-
duced by boltingthe structuresto the shake table, responsesof other modes associated
withthe shake table, and the test specimens'connectionsto the table have yielded
excessivelylow initialstiffnessmeasurementson structurestested in the early part of
thisprogram(TRG-3 and before). The other modesassociatedwiththe shake table
invariablyoccurwhen structureswith a highcenter-of-massare tested. With the strain
gages mounted on TRG-8, -9, -10, -14, and -15, a direct measurementof stiffnesscould
be obtained duringdynamictests, and the onset of crackingcouldbe identifiedby sud-
den jumps inthe strain readings. Straingage stiffnessdata from the dynamictests agree
withthe staticstiffnessdata. However, when crackingoccursat the end wall-floorslab
interface, the responseobserved on TRG-8 through-16 was substantiallydifferentcom-
pared withthe postcrackingresponseobserved onTRG-4 and -5. Failure inTRG-8
through-16 occurred at the end-wall/base-slab interfacebecause of a tensile failure inthe
reinforcement. This failure occurredpriorto fracture of the shear walls from shear
loading. A mismatchinthe ductilityof the reinforcementused inthe TRG-4 and -5 struc-
turesand the rebar used in the TRG-8 through-16 structureswas the probablecause of
the differentfailure modes. Figure 47 summarizesthe crediblestiffnessdata that has
been obtainedstaticallyand dynamicallyin thisprogram. This figurecan be compared
with Fig. 20, whichgivesthe dynamicstiffnessvaluesdetermined from previousac-
celerometer data reported in this program.

The strain gage data obtained during these tests show that, before the base
excitation levels that produced cracking in the end walls, the structures responded with
repeatable theoretical stiffness values, implying elastic response and no cumulative
damage effects. After cracking, the response of the shear wall structures appears to be
a function of the peak load level experienced by the structure during its lifetime.

Viscous damping ratios, prior to cracking of the structures, as determined from
either static or dynamic test data, are about 1% of critical. Previous values reported at
around 3 to 5% were determined from accelerometer data. These data are influenced by
the response of other modes associated with the shake table and the test speciman's
connection to the shake table. Therefore, the damping measured with accelerometers is
that of the entire shake table/test specimen system, not that of the shear wall element.
Previously, damping values of 3 to 5% were also obtained from hysteretic energy losses
measured with displacement transducers during static tests. This range is believed to be
larger than the true value because of the inherent hysteresis in the displacement gages
and mounting hardware that were used. Figure 46 shows the difference between the
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hysteretic energy loss measured with the displacement transducers and the energy loss
determined from integrated strain gage data. The 1% equivalent viscous damping ratio
value has been found by several methods, including equating hysteretic energy losses
measured statically and dynamically to the energy losses from a viscous damper, curve-
fitting frequency response function measurements made during experimental modal
analyses, and other standard frequency domain analysis techniques.

The damping values determined from the strain gage data agree with those
suggested in [14], that is, 0.5 to 1.0% for concrete below 25% of yield. However, these
values are considerably lower than those specified in Reg. Guide 1.61 [15] (4% for OBE
level seismic events). Reg. Guide 1.61 specifies system damping values that would take
into account factors such as construction joints that increase the damping. The dampings
we have reported are for monolithic concrete shear wall elements that have not been
cracked by the applied loads. The data available in the open literature give damping
values similar to those specified in Reg. Guide 1.61. These data are influenced by base
connection effects.

The values of damping for shear walls, as determined from experiments performed
in this program, may be summarized as follows:

1. In a structure that is undamaged initially, then subjected to a seismic pulse
of a level that leaves the structure essentially undamaged at the end of the
test, the equivalent viscous damping ratio will be 1% percent or less.

2. Structures that have cracked at the end-wall/base-slab interface as a result
of the seismic excitation will have an equivalent viscous damping ratio in the
range of 2 to 10%. The actual value that the structure exhibits during the
seismic pulse depends on the degree of damage sustained during the
transient.

3. At simulated seismic excitations levels in which the structure cracks in the
shear wall and at the end-wall/base-slab interface, the equivalent viscous
damping ratio will exceed 10%.

The two areas in which scalability has not been demonstrated are those that occur
during simulated seismic excitations (because no reliable data have been obtained on a
conventional concrete prototype) and during the postcracking static cyclic response
(because of dissimilar postyield properties of the rebar).

Although actual in situ Category 1 structures may be cracked and their response
may be bound by the responses observed with different structures tested during this
program, no data are available from an actual structure and, hence, any such statement
would be purely speculation.
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APPENDIX A

SEISMIC CATEGORY I STRUCTURES PROGRAM BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY



A-I. BACKGROUND

The purpose of this report is to provide the NRC and the PRA investigators with a
summary of the principal results and conclusions from the series of tests on structures of
identical geometry designated TRG-7-2 (1.0, 0.25) through TRG-16-2 (1.0, 0.25). The
nomenclature used here is as follows:

TRG-No.-Wt (AR,%R)

where,

TRG = the designation for the series of structures designed and tested using
guidance from the program's Techni.,'_l Review Group, a group of
nationally recognized experts on nuclear structures,

No. = the model number in the test series,
Wt - the shear wall thickness, in inches,
AR = the height-to-length aspect ratio of the shear wall, and
7_,_ = total percentage by area of steel reinforcing in both directions.

This nomenclature is often abbreviated as TRG-No. For the reader who may be unfa-
miliar with this program or who wishes to review the program obje_ives and history, a
summary to date is provided.

The Seismic Category I Structure Program is being carried out at LANL under the
sponsorship of the NRC's Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research and has the objective
of investigating the dynamic response of Seismic Category I reinforced concrete struc-
tures iexclusive of containment) that are subjected to seismic loads beyond their design
basis.

A number of meetings and interactions with the NRC staff have led to a set of
specific pi'ogram objectives, which are as follows:

1. to address the seismic response of reinforced concrete Category I
structures other than containment;

2. to develop experimenta _data for determining the sensitivity of structural
behavior in the elastic and inelastic response range of Category I structures
to variations in configuration, design practices, and earthquake loading;

3. to develop experimental data to enable validation of computer programme
used to predict the behavior of Category I structures during earthquake
motions that cause elastic and inelastic response;

4. to identify floor response spectra che_ngesthat occur during earthquake
motions that cause elastic _nd inelastic structural response;

5. to develop a method for representing d_mping in the inelastic range and to
demonstrate how this damping changes when structural response goes
from the elastic to the inelastic ranges; and

6. to assess how shifts in structural trequency affect plant risk.
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A principal characteristicof the typical structure under investigationis that shea,,,
rather than flexure, is dominant; that is, the ratio of displacement values calculated from
terms identified with shear deformation to the values contributed from bending defor-
mation is one or greater; thus, these buildings are called "shear wall" structures.

The Seismic Category I Structures Program began in FY 1980 with an investi-
gationthat identifiedthe typicalshear wall structureof a nuclear facilityand itscharac-
teristics(stiffnesses,frequencies, etc.) as areas where designersof facilities (Bechtel
Corporation,Sargent & Lundy,and Tennessee ValleyAuthority)felt that additional
experimentaldata were needed. A combinedexperimental/analyticalplan for inves-
tigationof the dynamicbehaviorof these structureswas laidout as describedin [16].*
Duringthe first phase, the programconcentratedon investigatingisolatedshear wall
behaviorusing small models(1/30-scale, 1-in-thickwalls) that could be economically
constructedand tested both staticallyand dynamically[17]. Also,dudn_ this phase of
the program,a technical reviewgroup (TRG), consistingof nationallyrecognizedseis
micand concrete expertson nuclearcivilstructures,was establishedbothto reviewthe
prog;essand to make recommendationsregardingthe technicaldirectionsof the pro-
gram. The recommendationsof thisgroup have been evaluated in lightof the needs of
the NRC and, where possible,have been carefully integratedintothe program.

Following the isolated shear wall phase, the program began testing and evaluating
three-dimensionalbox-like modelstructures, ltwas recognizedfrom the outsetthat scale
modeltestingof concretestructuresis a controversialissue in the U.S. civilengineering
community. Thus, along withthe testing of small-scalestructures,a task of demon-
stratingscalabilityof the resultsto prototypestructureswas initiated. The details and
resultsof these investigationsare reported in [12, 18, t 9].

To give a brief synopsisof the situationat the end of FY 1984, the program had
tested (in additionto the isolatedshear walls), either staticallyor seismically,23 different
modeis, representingtwotypes of structures--a diesel generatorbuildingand an auxiliary
building. Two different scales [(1/30, 1/10) and (1/42, 1/14)] of these buildingswere used
(1-;,n.and 3-in. walls). Inaddition,storiesvariedfrom one to three. Althougha numberof
resultson items suchas aging (cure time) and the effect of increasingseismicmagnitude
have been reported,two important and consistentconclusionscame out of the data from
these tests. First,the scalabilityof the results was illustratedbothin the elastic and the
inelasticrange. Second,the so-called"workingload'secant stiffnessof the models was
lowerthan the computeduncrackedcross-sectionalvalues by a factor of about 4.

During their review, the TRG pointedout the following:

1. Design of prototype nuclea,"plant structures is normally based on an
uncracked cross-section strength-of-materials approach that may or may not
use a "stiffness reduction factor" for the concrete. But, if such a factor is
used, it is never as large as 4.

*Reference numbers in this appendix refer to the referGnce list at the end of the main
body of this report.
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2. Althoughthe structuresthemselves appear to have adequate reserve
margin (even if the stiffnessis only25% of the theoretical),any pipingand
attachedequipment willhave been designed usinginappropriatefloor
responsespectra.

3. Giventhat a nuclearstructuredesigned to havea natural responseof about
15 Hz really has a naturalfrequencyof 7.5 Hz (correspondingto a reduction
in stiffnessof 4), and furthefl giventhat the naturalfrequencywilldecrease
because of degradingstiffness,the responseof the structurewill shiftwell
down into the frequencyrange for whichthe energycontentof most
earthquakes, recordedto date isthe largest. This will result in increased
amplificationinthe floor responsespectra at lower frequencies,and will,
potentially,have a significantimpact on the equipmentand on the piping
design responsespectraand their marginsof safety.

These three points are relatedto the differencesbetween the measured and calculated
stiffnessesof these structures.

Having made these observations,several questions arose. Did our previous
experimentaldata taken on microconcretemodels representbehaviorthat would be
observed in prototypestructures? What is the appropriatevalue of stiffnessthat should
be used in a designand for componentresponsespectra computationsinthese
structures? Shouldthisvalue be a functionof loadlevel? Have the equipment and piping
inexistingbuildingsbeen designedto inappropriateresponsespectra?

Thus, the primary program emphasis at that time was to ensure the credibility of
previousexperimentalwork by beginningto resolvethe "stiffnessdifference" issue. The
TRG for thisprogrambelieved that this importantissuehad to be addressed before the
programobjectivescould be accomplished.

To address these stiffness-related concerns, it was agreed that a series of credi-
bility experimen_,_should be carried out using both large- and small-scale structures. For
the large-scale structure, the TRG set limitations on the design parameters. The
recommended "ideal" structure characteristics, in order of decreasing priority, were as
follows:

1. maximum predicted bending and shear mode natural frequency _30 Hz,
2. minimum wall thickness = 4 in.,
3. height-to-depth ratio of _hear wall <1,
4. use of actual No. 3 rebar for reinforcing,
5. use of realistic material for aggregate,
6. use of 0.1-1% steel (0.3% each face, each direction, i.e., 0.6% total each

direction), and
7. use of water-blasted construction joints to ensure good aggregate interlock.

A prototype "TRG" structure designed to comply with these specifications (TRG-3
in Fig. A-1) was constructed using actual batch plant concrete and No. 3 rebar. In
..,,_,.,,,,.,,,, ,,.,-o,..,=,,_,,,,uuu, of tl_eTRG structure was constructed with microconcrete and
wire mesh rebar, then tested before the prototype was constructed. Both structures were
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STEEL PLATES

f C_" I

DIMENSIONS(in.) ADDED REBAR
STRUCTURE a b c d e f g h WEIGHT (Ibs) diam (in.)

TRG 1, 2 30 40 1 2 30 34 0.25* 0.5* 575 0.042
TRG 3, 5 90 120 4 8 90 106 4.5* 1.5" 37,000 0.375
TRG4 90 120 6 8 90 106 14.5 1 37,000 0.375
TRG6 90 120 6 8 24 40 7.25 1 37,000 0.375

* ONE LAYER OF REINFORCEMENT DOWN THE CENTER OF

THE WALt. IN BOTH THE HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL DIRECTION

Fig. A-1. TRG-1 through TRG-6 geometry.

tested statically and then seismically to failure or, in the case of the prototype, to
machine limits. A second 1/4-scale model, TRG-2-1 (1.0, 0.6), was also constructed.
That 'model had obvious flaws (cracked sections) that were discovered upon form
removal, so it was never fully tested or reported.

These tests were intended to show that the previously observed reductions in
stiffness were not related to the use of microconcrete and that the static and dynamic test
results of the models could be scaled to conventional concrete structures.

During the static tests, the 1/4-scale model, TRG-I-1 (1.0, 0.6), showed stiffness
results similar to those of the prototype, TRG-3-4 (1.0, 0.56), and suggested that, for low-
level static response, the microconcrete model did an adequate job of predicting the
respon._e of thr r.nnvAntinn=l rnnr, r==f==r_r_t_h,r_,-, A I,-_,,,__,-,,.,-,-,i.... = ,-,...,.-,,.:,_ .-...,.. u .... _-,

............................. v_,v r.o, vm.,_._,ls,Vf.,j,_, ut n'_,,#vv nuu_._,_-i_V_l _Ai_.t_IIIII_IILC31,1 IIIUUCII

analysis performed before seismic excitation showed stiffness and scalability results
similar to those obtained from the static test.
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When the structures were tested dynamically on a shake table, both models
showed reductions in stiffness consistent with results from previous test data; however,
questions concerning curing and handling of TRG-3 made it difficult to obtain conclusions
about the reduced stiffness. The prototype TRG structure with its added mass was too
large to make reproduction of the input signal possible. This input signal was a scaled
version of the one used on the 1/4-scale model, and, because it could not be accurately
reproduced (frequency content of the signal was distorted), conclusions concerning the
scalability of seismic response between the conventional concrete prototype and the
microconcrete model could not be made. The results of these tests appear in detail in
Refs. 20 and 21.

Upon completion of the TRG-1 and -3 tests, the TRG suggested that a statistical
plan be carried out to investigate the reduced stiffness as a function of aspect ratio and
percent reinforcement (see Appendix A of Ref. 11). At the TRG meeting on December
19, 1986, the group suggested that a reduced statistical plan be carded out. The TRG
was not concemed with the technical merit of the original plan, but rather with the time
and cost required to successfully complete the test matrix. The TRG was also concerned
with deviation from the original program objectives. The TRG suggested that models with
an aspect ratio of 1.0 and 0.25, as well as a model identical to TRG-3, be statically tested,
and this plan was adopted. These structures, TRG-4-6 (1.0, 0.25), TRG-5-4 (1.0, 0.56)
and TRG-6-6 (0.5, 0.50) exhibited repeatable ",tiffness values, which, until the structures
cracked, were almost identical with the theory. The stiffness components related to shear
and bending were separated and were also found to agree almost exactly with the theory.
After cracking, the stiffness degraded during load cycling, with the degradation being a
function primarily of the load history and the amount of reinforcement. Results from tests
on TRG-4 are reported in [1] and results from the tests on TRG-5 and -6 are reported in
[22] and [23], respectively.

A-II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS DYNAMIC TEST RESULTS OBTAINED IN THE
SEISMIC CATEGORY 1 STRUCTURES PROGRAM

Table A-I is a summary of the measured material properties for ali the dynamic test
specimens.

1. Isolated Shear Walls. Four single-story, isolated shear wall structures were
subjected to sine-sweep vibration tests. During these tests, the stru_ures had added
mass attached, as shown in Fig. A-2. The results from these tests are summarized in
Table A-II. For ali dynamic testing, the equivalent stiffness was determined indirectly from
the resonant frequency measurements. Initially, these stiffness values were from a factor
of 3.6 to 14.3 below the theoretical values, using the measured modulus, and from a
factor of 5.0 to 18.1 below the theoretical values, using the ACI empirical modulus.

Two additional tests were performed on single-stc,ry i_.jiated shear walls using
simulated seismic inputs and random inputs. The results from these tests are summa-
rized in Tables A-Ill and A-IV. Initially, stiffnesses were down by factors ranging from 4.2
to 5.7 when the measured modulus was used in the theoretical stiffness calculation; the
stiffnesses were clown by a factor ranging from 5.7 to 7.1 when the American Concrete
Institute (ACI) empirical modulus was used.
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TABLE A-I

MEASURED PROPERTIES FOR DYNAMIC TEST SPECIMENS

sT,ODD',q
Isolated f c m c

_ _ _DSi_
10 7.48 3.5 X 106 4.93 X 106
11 6.27 3.4 X 106 4.51 X 106
12 5.74 3.0 x 106 4.32 X 106
13 6.85 3.4 x 106 4.72 x 106
21 7.18 3.9 x 106 4.83 x 106
23 5.32 3.1 x 106 4.16 x 106
2-2 7.45 3.1 x 106 4.92 x 106

1/30-Scale,
Single-Story

Diesel Generator
Building
3D-5 2.62 2.4 x 106 2.92 x 106
3D-6 2.50 2.4 x 106 2.85 x 106

Two-Story Diesel
Generator Buildinaw
3D-10-2 (1/30 scale) 2.60 2.5 x 106 2.91 x 106
3D-11-2 (1/30 scale) 2.89 - - 3.06 x 106
3D-12-2 (1/30 scale) 2.78 2.8 x 106 3.01 x 106
CERL 1 (1/10 scale) 3.18 2.8 x 106 3.21 x 106
CERL 2 (1/10 scale) 3.33 2.6 x 106 3.29 x 106

Three-Story
Auxiliary
Building

1/42-Scale 2.90 2.6 x 106 3.07 x 106
1/14-Scale 3.32 2.8 x 106 3.28 x 106

TRG Type
Structures

TRG-1 3.77 3.2 x 106 3.49 x 106
TRG-3 3.81 2.0 x 106 3.52 x 106
TRG-4 4.15 3.2 x 106 3.67 x 106
TRG-5 5.03 3.9 x 106 4.04 x 106
TRG-6 4.69 3.4 x 106 3.90 x 106
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Finally, a two-story isolated shear wall structurewas tested with simulated seismic
and randominputs. The resultsfrom these tests are summarizedin Table A-V. Duringali
the dynamictests, reductionsin the resonantfrequenciesoccurredbeforethere were any
visiblesignsof damage in the structures,and the reductionswere greaterduringthe sine-
sweep testing thanduringthe simulated-seismicor randomtesting. A detaileddiscussion
of this testingcan be foundin [17].

2. Diesel Generator Buildings. Two 1/30-scale, single-storydieselgenerator
buildingmodelswere tested with randominputs. The resultsof these tests are summa-
rized inTable A-VI. This table showsthe indirectlydeterminedstiffnesscomparedwith
the theoreticalstiffnessobtainedwith an empiricalmodulusthat assumesthe entire end
wall to be effective in resistingbendingdeformations.

Five two-storydiesel generatormodels (three 1/30-scale and two 1/10-scale),
shownin Fig. A-3, were tested withsimulatedseismicand random inputs. The results
fromthese tests are summarized in Table A-VII. These tests demonstratedscalability
amongdifferent-sizemicroconcretemodels. Again, the measured resonantfrequencies
were downby a factor of 1.74 or more;this resultsuggeststhat stiffnesseswere down by
a factor of 3.0 or more. The detailsof ali the dieselgeneratorbuildingtests are
summarizedin [18].

3. AuxiliaryBuilding. Two differentscale models(1/14- and 1/42-scale) of an
auxiliarybuildingwere tested, bothwith simulatedseismicand random inputs. These
structuresare shownin Fig. A-4 and the resultsfrom the 1/42-scale modelsare summa-
rized in Table A-VIII. The reductionsin stiffnessesshown in Table A-VIII are consistent
withthe reductionsobserved inthe two-storydiesel generatorbuildings. An unplanned
load excursiono_:curredwhile the 1/14-scale modelwas on the shake table, and it
producedvisiblecracking inthe structure. Therefore, nodata were obtainedon this
structurewhen itwas in its initialcondition. The detailsof these tests are summarized in
[19].

4..-I'RG-TyDe Structures. TRG-1 and -3 were both tested with simulated seis-
mic inputs. In addition, random inputs were applied to TRG-1 and haversine pulses were
applied to TRG-3. Again, stiffnesses determined indirectly from resonant frequency
measurements were found to be a factor of 2.6 to 4.0 below the theoretical stiffness
values, using the measured modulus and assuming that the entire end walls were effec-
tive in their contribution to the bending stiffness.

When TRG-1 was subjected to a 0.5-g peak acceleration random _,_put,it re-
sponded with a stiffness that was down by a factor of 2.6 from theory (as inferred from a
resonant frequency that was a factor of 1.6 below theory), even though this excitation
produced only 16.3-psi NBSS and 16.6 principal tensile stress (PTS). Similar stiffness
values were obtained during a 0.5-g seismic test. TRG-3 responded to a 0.73-g seismic
test with a stiffness that was down by a factor of 4.0 from the theory, at an NBSS of 91 psi
and a PTS of 92 psi.
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Experimentalmodalanalyseswere performedon ali the TRG-type structures.
Resultsof these analyses were compared withresultsfromfiniteelement modalanalyses
of the structures. In general, the experimentaland analyticalmodal analyses agreed,
implyingthat when the structureswere subjectedto the low-levelrandomexcitationsused
duringexperimentaltests, they respondedwith a stiffnessthat finiteelement analyses
would have predicted. Table A-IX summarizesthe experimentalmodalanalysis results.
Dynamictests and resultsfor TRG-1 are discussedin [20]; TRG-3 resultsare discussed
in [21];TRG-4 modal analysis resultsare discussed in [1]; TRG-5 modal analysis results
are discussed in [22];and TRG-6 modal analysisresultsare discussedin [23].

A-III. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STATIC TEST RESULTS OBTAINED IN THE
SEISMIC CATEGORY I STRUCTURES PROGRAM

Previouslyin thisprogram,measuredstiffnessvalues fromstaticand dynamic
tests have been compared withtheoreticalvalues that were determined usinga modulus
of elasticitycalculatedfrom the empiricalformula in ACI 349-85. This empiricalformula
generallygave a highervalue for the concrete's modulusthan was measured from test
specimens. Inthe followingsummaryof previoustests results,theoretical stiffnessvalues
were determinedusing measuredmoduli, as determined from the ASTM standardtest.
This investigationis concemed witl=determiningthe propervalues of stiffnessto be used
inthe analysisof SeismicCategory I structures;it is felt that the best estimateof actual
material propertiesshouldbe used when experimental results are comparedwiththeory.
Tho previouslyreportedcomparisonsbetween measured and theoreticalstiffnessdo,
however, provideinformationconcerningerrorsthat could occur duringthe design
processif material propertieshave yet to be measured. Table A-X is a summaryof the
previousresults,usingboththe measuredand the designvalues for the concrete's
modulus.

I. IsolatedShear Walls. The firststatictests were performedon single-story
isolatedshear wallsand reported in Ref. 17. Five wallswere tested, two monotonically
and three cyclically. These specimenswere madewithmicroconcmteand wire mesh
reinforcement. The amountof reinforcementat the interfaceof the shear wall base and
the shear wall/topplate interfacewas variedwiththe amou)._tof momentreinforcementin
the form of threadedsteel rodslocatedat the ends of the shear wall.

Ali specimensremainedessentiallylinear,upto a load producingan NBSS of 200
psi and a PTS of 600 psior more. The loadat first cracking,as predictedfrom a strength-
of-materialsapproach,agreed very well withthe measuredcrackingstrengthof the walls
and the average splitcylindertensile strengthof 666 psi. Also,when the wallswere
subjectedto repeated loadcycles belowthe first crackingload, there was no evidence of
stiffnessdegradationor of any increase in the area of the hysteresisloopfor a given load
level. Above the firstcrackingload, stiffnessdegraded and the area of the hysteresisloop
increased withincreased load and increasedcycles at a constant load. The ultimate
strengthof the wallsexceeds the provisionsfor shear capacity,as determinedby ACI
349-85-11.10. The measured stiffnessesinthe linear regionwere down by a factor of
1.90 to 2.05 fromthe calculateduncrackedcross-sectionstiffnessusinga measured
modulus.
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TABLE A-X
PREVIOUSSTATIC TEST RESULTS

Measured Ultlmatea Theoreticalb Theoretlcalb
StiffnessCompressiveStiffnessUsing StiffnessUsing Ratio of
before Strength Measured ACl Emplrical _ Columns
Cracking fc Modulus Modulus
(Ib/In.) (ksl) (Ib/in.) (Ib/In.) 2 3 2

1 2 3 1 1 3
IsolatedShearHalls:

1 0.78 x 10, 4.34 1.60 x 10' 2.33 x 10' 2.05 2.99 0.69
2 0.79 x 10* 5.89 - 2.71 x 106 - 3.43 -
3 1.0 x 10' 7.35 1.90 x 10' 3.03 x 10' 1.90 3.03 0.63
4 1.06 x 10' 6.86 - 2.92 x 10' - 2.75 -
5 0.87 x 10' 6.31 1.75 x 10' 2.80 x 106 2.02 3.22 0.63

1/30-scale, 1-Story,
Dtesel Generator Buildings:

3D-2 0.76 x 10' 2.70 2.25 x 10' 2.90 x 10'z 2.96 3.82 0.78
3D-4 1.74 x 10' 3.32 4.82 x 10' 6.08 x 10' 2.77 3.49 0.79
313-7 0.92 x 10' 2.35 2.45 x 10' 2.71 x 10' 2.66 2.95 0.90
3D-8 0.80 x 10' 2.30 2.36 x 10' 2.68 x 10' 2.95 3.35 0.88
3D-9 1.67 x 106 2.69 4.62 x 10' 5.47 x 10' 2.77 3.27 0.84
31)-10 1.14 x 10' 3.27 - 3.19 x 10' - 2.80 -
3D-11 0.92 x 10s 3.09 - 3.11 x 10' - 3.38 -
3D-12 1.23 x 10' 2.05 - 2.53 x 10' - 2.06 -
3D-13 0.88 x 106 2.04 - 2.52 x 10' - 2.86 -
3D-19 0.80 x 10' 4.70 - 3.83 x 10' - 4.79 -
3D.-20 1.08 x 10' 4.30 3.22 x 10' 3.65 x 10' 2.98 3.38 0.88

TRG-1 0.75 x 10' 3.77 1.2 x 10' 1.3 x 10' 1.60 1.73 0.92
TRG-3 4.4 x 10' 3.81 3.0 x 10' 5.0 x 10' 0.68 1.13 0.60
TRG-4 8.5 x 10' 4.15 8.4 x 10' 9.6 x 10' 0.99 1.13 0.88
TRG-5 6.9 x 10' 5.03 6.8 x 10' 7.1 x 10' 0.99 1.03 0.96
TRG-6 58.0 x 10' 4.69 48.0 x 10' 54.0 x 10' 0.83 0.93 0.89

aThe empirical modulus, Ec , ts 57,000 _ and the measured modulus,
ACI

Ecru,can be computedby the followlngformula:

(Stiffness Col, 23)Ecru- 57,000 V/_c \Stiffness Col.

bBased on the gross section.
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2. 1/30-Scale.Sinole-Stow. Diesel Gerlerator Buildings. Eleven 1/30-scale,
single-story,diesel generator buildingswere staticallytested to failure and are reported in
[18]. Nine models were tested monotonically,eight in the transverse directionand one in
the longitudinaldirection. Two models were tested cyclically,one each in the transverse
and longitudinaldirections. These specimens were ali made with microconcreteand wire
mesh reinforcement. Other than the directionof applied load, the only parameters that
were varied in these tests were the amountof cure time each model experienced before
testingand the distance the reinforcementwas embedded in the base of the structure.

As with the isolatedshear walls, ali specimens remained linear, up to the load
that producedvisiblecracking. This load producedan NBSS on the order of 200 psi
and a PTS on the order of 340 psi. At a given load level below the first-crackingload,
the area under the hysteresisloop remainedconstantwhen the load was cycled and the
stiffnessremainedconstant. Above the cracking load, stiffnessagain was observed to
degrade and the area of the hysteresisloop increased with either increases in load level
or with increases in the number of load cycles. The load at first crackingwas ingood
agreement with the value predicted from mechanics-of-materialsand the measured
tensile stressof the concrete. Provisionsfor the shear capacity of the walls from ACI
349-85 were exceeded. Stiffnesses based on a secant from the originto half the ulti-
mate load were down by factors of 2.7 to 3.0 when comparedwiththe calculatedstiff-
ness based upon a uncrackedcross section and a measured modulus.

lt shouldbe notedthat the momentof inertia used inthe calculated stiffnessvalue
consideredthe entire end wall to contributeto the flexural stiffnessof the shear wall. The
modulusof elasticitywas based on the measured values. No effect from cure time or
embedment length was observed.

3. TRG-Tvoe Structures. TRG-3 and its two 1/4-scale models,TRG-1 and -2,v .

were tested staticallyand monotonicallyat low-load levels that producedan NBSS of 28
psi and a PTS of 40 psi on TRG-3 and an NBSS of 53 psiand a PTS of 80 psion TRG-1
and -2. These tests were repeated several times and were intendedto identifythe initial
stiffnessconditionof each model while introducinga minimumamountof damage into
the test structure. TRG-3 was constru,_edwith conventionalconcrete and No. 3 rebar
and TRG-1 and -2 were made with micmconcreteand wire mesh reinforcement.

TRG-3 showeda measured stiffnessup by a factorof 1.47 from the uncracked
cross-sectionstiffnessand TRG-1 showeda reductionof 1.60 from the theoretical stiff-
ness. However, in both cases, the theoreticalstiffnesswas computedwith a measured
value of Ec. The measured modulusfor TRG-3 was considerablyless than the ACI
empiricalmodulus(2.1 x 106 psicomparedwith 3.5 x 10s psi). TRG-2 was found to have
significantshrinkagecracks. Results from this modelwere not considered representative
of an actual structure's response. When properlyscaled,the staticstiffnessvalues for
the two modelswere in good agreement, showingthat stiffnesscan be scaled from
microconcreteto conventionalconcrete in this low-load-level region.

TRG-4 through-6 were tested staticallyto failure in a cyclicmanner. TRG-4 and
-5 exhibitedrepeatable linear responsewith stiffnessesthat were almost identical to
theory untilfirst-cracking. TRG-6 exhibiteda repeatable linear response,but the stiff-
nesswas 20% greater than theory untilfirst cracking. This increasedstiffnesswas the
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poor displacement resolution in the measurements for this low aspect ratio structure. For
TRG-4, first cracking occurred when an NBSS of 131 psi and a PTS of 171 psi was
reached. For TRG-5 cracking occurred approximately at a NBSS of 167 psi and at a PTS
of 227 psi. "Approximately" is used with the TRG-5 value because an unplanned load
excursion prevented the actual value from being recorded. The components of stiffness
attributable to shear and bending were separated. These components also agreed with
their respective theoretical values. After cracking, the structure again behaved in a linear
manner when loaded to levels that did not exceed the peak load during the first-cracking
cycle. During these cycles, the stiffness was down by a factor of 2, with the loss occurring
equally in each component of the stiffness.

A-IV. COMPARISON OF STIFFNESSES MEASURED FROM STATIC AND
DYNAMIC TEST RESULTS

1...l.sol_ted Shear Walls. When normalized to a common modulus of elasticity, the
static stiffness values can be compared with those measured dynamically during sine-
sweep and simulated seismic tests of similar isolated shear wall models. At force levels
that were 10% of the load required to produce first cracking in the static test (first cracking
occurred around 200-psi NBSS, 600-psi PTS), stiffnesses measured during the sine-
sweep and simulated seismic tests were considerably lower than those obtained during
static tests. They were even lower than those calculated by using an uncracked cross
section stiffness value with a measured modulus. The sine-sweep and seismic resonant
frequency values were down, on the average, by a factor of 2.7 and 2.2 from the
calculated uncracked value, respectively. This result suggests that stiffness values were
down by an average factor of 6.9 and 4.8 from the calculated uncracked value. In turn,
the stiffness determined from the sine-sweep and seismic frequency values were down by
an average factor of 2.9 and 2.0 from the average measured static value, respectively.

2. 1/30-Scale. Single-Story Diesel Generator Buildings. When these models were
tested dynamically with a 0.5-g peak acceleration random input producing an NBSS of 6.3
psi and a PTS of 10.6 psi, the models exhibited resonant ferquencies that were a factor of
1.7 to 1.95 below the,_ry, suggesting that stiffnesses were down by a factor of 2.9 to 3.8
from the strength-of-materials prediction using a measured modulus. These results can
be compared with the static results that showed reductions in stiffness of 2.7 to 3.0 from
the mechanics-of-materials prediction using a measured modulus. When normalized to a
common modulus of elasticity, the dynamic stiffnesses were, on the average, down by a
factor 1.15 from the static stiffness values, lt should be reiterated that the static
stiffnesses were determined by a secant from the origin to half the ultimate load when the
NBSS was on the order of 200 psi and the PTS was on the order of 300 psi. These stress
levels are significantly higher than the ones induced by the dynamic excitations.

3. TRG-1 and TRG-3. TRG-1 exhibited a stiffness that was a factor of 1.25 below
theory when tested to a maximum NBSS of 53 psi and a maximum PTS of 28 psi. During
the first 0.5-g peak acceleration random input, the stiffness was down by a factor of 2.6 at
excitation levels that produced an NBSS of 16.3 psi and a PTS of 16.3 psi.
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TRG-3's stiffnesswas a factor of 1.47 above theory when the loads produced a
maximum NBSS of 28 psiand a miximumPTS of 40 psi. When TRG-3 was subjected to a
0.73-g seismictest that producedan NBSS of 91 psiand a PTS of 92 psi, the stiffness
was downby a factor of 4.0.

After TRG-3 had been shippedto the shake table facility in Champaign, Illinois,
cracks became visible in the base of the structure;this suggestedthat the model had been
damaged in shipping.
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APPENDIX B
EVALUATING EQUIVALENT VISCOUS DAMPING RATIOS FROM

HYSTERETIC ENERGY LOSSES
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B-I. EVALUATING EQUIVALENT VISCOUS DAMPING RATIOS FROM HYSTFRETIC
ENERGY LOSSES

The hystereticenergy lossis defined as the area between the load deformation
curve (Fig. B-l). ltwas calculatednumericallyusinga trapezoid integrationrule. Several
loadcycles did notform a closed load deformationloop. Inthese cases, the integration
scheme connectedthe terminalpointwith a straightline to the initialpoint. Errorsinduced
by thisscheme were considerednegligible.

To obtainan equivalentviscousdampingcoefficient,the energydissipatedby
viscousdamping,UVD, ina linear,singledegree-of-freedomsystemduringsteady-state
responseto one cycle of harmonicforced excitationis equated to the hystereticenergy
loss,UH, measuredduringone cycle of static loading. The energy lostbecause of
viscousdamping is

UVD = _CA2_ , B-1

where

C = viscous damping coefficient,
A = amplitude of steady-state vibration,
co = frequency of steady-state vibration,

0.3 , _ ,

H, THE AREA REPRESENTING
THE HYSTERETIC ENERGY LOSS

u_

_, C/Ccr " H/2_'A2K K - AFIAD
O A =ADl2

O.O AF-X
UJ
U
or"
9

THE STRAIGHT LINE THAT
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

CONSTRUCTS BETWEEN THE

TERMINAL AND--L_INITIAL DATA POINTS l]j•O.3 _._______.._ A______DD- _ _

-3.5 O 3.5

TOTAL DISP. X 10 3 (IN.)

Fig. B-1. Quantitiesusedto calculatethe hystereticenergy lossand the
associatedequivalentviscousdamping ratio.
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and

UH = H, B-2

where

H = area withinthe hysteresisloop.

EquatingEqs. B-1 and B-2 yields

C= H .
/I:A2w B-3

For a singledegree-of-freedomsystem,the criticaldamping coefficient,Cc, is
defined as

Cc = 2_ , B-4

where

k = the structure'sstiffness,
m = the structure'smass.

Dividingbothsides of Eq. B-3 by Ccyields

_C_- H
Cc 2_A2 o) _ ' B-5

The most significant influence of damping occurs around the resonant frequency,
and, for a singledegree-of-freedom system,that frequencycan be expressedas

m=_m k_ " B-6

• SubstitutingEq. B-6 into Eq. B-5 yieldsthe expressionusedto calculatethe
equ=valentviscousdamping ratio.

__=. H
Cc 2_A2 k " B-7

Thiscalculationgivesthe mostaccurate resultsduringcyclesin whichthe response is
linearand where the stiffnessis well defined. The stiffnesswas calculatedas shownin
Fig. B-I.
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